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a b s t r a c t
Background: Suboptimal diet and inactive lifestyle are among the most prevalent preventable
causes of premature death. Interventions that target multiple behaviors are potentially efficient;
however the optimal way to initiate and maintain multiple health behavior changes is unknown.
Objective: The Make Better Choices 2 (MBC2) trial aims to examine whether sustained healthful
diet and activity change are best achieved by targeting diet and activity behaviors simultaneously
or sequentially.
Study design approximately 250 inactive adults with poor quality diet will be randomized to 3
conditions examining the best way to prescribe healthy diet and activity change. The 3
intervention conditions prescribe: 1) an increase in fruit and vegetable consumption (F/V+),
decrease in sedentary leisure screen time (Sed−), and increase in physical activity (PA+)
simultaneously (Simultaneous); 2) F/V+ and Sed− first, and then sequentially add PA+
(Sequential); or 3) Stress Management Control that addresses stress, relaxation, and sleep. All
participants will receive a smartphone application to self-monitor behaviors and regular coaching
calls to help facilitate behavior change during the 9 month intervention. Healthy lifestyle change
in fruit/vegetable and saturated fat intakes, sedentary leisure screen time, and physical activity
will be assessed at 3, 6, and 9 months.
Significance: MBC2 is a randomized m-Health intervention examining methods to maximize
initiation and maintenance of multiple healthful behavior changes. Results from this trial will
provide insight about an optimal technology supported approach to promote improvement in diet
and physical activity.
© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Two of the most common preventable causes of death in the
United States are poor quality diet and physical inactivity [1,2].
In particular, four specific diet and activity behaviors have been
linked to increased risk of chronic conditions such as
Abbreviations: MBC2, Make Better Choices 2 study; F/V, Fruit and vegetable;
Sed, Sedentary behavior; PA, Physical activity.
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cardiovascular disease, stroke, and cancers. These behaviors
are: (1) high saturated fat intake [3], (2) low fruit and vegetable
consumption [4,5], (3) insufficient physical activity [6–8], and
(4) high sedentary time [9–11].
Research has indicated that changes in lifestyle behaviors
can reduce the risk of chronic disease [12,13] and premature
death [14]. Unhealthy lifestyle behaviors cluster, such that most
adults engage in more than one [15,16]. However, nonadherence to treatment recommendations is problematic
when intervening on multiple behaviors [17]. The Make Better
Choices (MBC) Study [18] is one example of a successful
intervention that initiated and maintained changes in multiple
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behaviors among adults who met all four risk behaviors named
above. Specifically, participants were randomized to 1 of the 4
conditions involving one dietary change (increase fruit and
vegetable consumption [F/V+] or decrease saturated fat) and
one activity change (increase physical activity [PA+] or
decrease sedentary leisure screen time [Sed−]). Participants
were incentivized to meet study goals and received remote
coaching supported by a personal digital assistant (PDA).
Following a 3 week treatment period, the F/V+, Sed−
condition resulted in the greatest improvement in diet and
activity behaviors, as compared to the other 3 conditions,
yielding healthful changes in fruits and vegetables, sedentary
behavior, and saturated fat,. As important, significant improvement was sustained through the 20-week follow-up period
[19].
The behavior that displayed the least improvement over the
intervention period was physical activity [19]. Consequently,
the Make Better Choices 2 (MBC2) trial was developed to
determine how to add a significant, sustained improvement in
physical activity to the improvements that MBC1's F/V+ and
Sed− intervention produced in fruits and vegetables, saturated
fat, and sedentary time. Specifically, MBC2 aims to determine
whether healthy change in all four diet and activity risk
behaviors can be achieved by prescribing PA+ simultaneously
with F/V+, Sed− (Simultaneous) or whether greater change
in all four risk behaviors is achieved by prescribing F/V+ and
Sed− first, followed by PA+ (Sequential). Understanding the
mechanisms that guide successful multiple risk behavior
change will inform the development of more cost-effective
interventions that can target multiple behaviors efficiently.
2. Methods
2.1. Study design
The MBC2 trial is a 3-group prospective randomized
controlled trial (RCT) comparing the effects of the three
lifestyle intervention conditions: (1) Simultaneously targeting
F/V+, Sed−, and PA+ (Simultaneous); (2) Sequentially
targeting F/V+, Sed−, first, followed by PA+ (Sequential);
(3) Stress management contact control (Control). Outcomes
will be assessed at 3 time points: baseline, 3, and 9 months.
The primary outcome of the MBC2 trial is standardized
healthy lifestyle change in the four risk behaviors: fruit/
vegetable intake, saturated fat intake, sedentary leisure screen
time, and physical activity. The secondary outcomes are the
behavior change mechanisms: habit strength (automaticity)
and superordinate healthy lifestyle goal strength. Exploratory
outcomes of the MBC2 trial are change in blood pressure, lipids,
and insulin.

across directed pursuit of the several behavioral goals being
sought. However, as self-regulation becomes more automatic
or habitual (i.e., nonconscious) via type 1 processes, less of the
self-regulatory resource is required [22–24]. Therefore, the
Mastery Hypothesis supports a sequential approach. By initially
focusing on improving diet and decreasing sedentary leisure
screen time, the sequential approach enables these behaviors
to become automatic habits that lack substantial drain on selfregulatory resources. Once these behaviors are mastered and
automated, the goal of increasing physical activity can be added
since there will be enough self-regulatory resources to devote
to attaining an additional goal.
The Synergy Hypothesis, grounded in goal systems theory
[25,26], posits that goals are organized in associative cognitive
networks [27,28]. Within an associate cognitive network,
superordinate goals (e.g., being healthier) are linked to
subgoals (e.g., F/V+, Sed−, and PA+). Pursuing a subgoal
can spread activation to implicitly prime a superordinate goal
or vice versa [29–32]. Further, as additional associated subgoals
are pursued, the superordinate goal becomes more strongly
activated. The Synergy Hypothesis supports a simultaneous
approach to multiple behavior changes such that concurrently
assigning several behavior change subgoals will increase the
strength of the superordinate goal to be healthier. Moreover,
once the superordinate goal has been strongly activated, there
is a higher commitment to each of the subgoals.

2.3. Eligibility criteria
Participants must be between 18–65 years old, reside in the
Greater Chicagoland area, and be willing to monitor lifestyle
behaviors on a smartphone application for 9 months. Participants must also meet the following criteria: 1) consume b 5
servings of fruits and vegetables per day; 2) consume ≥8% of
daily calories from saturated fat; 3) engage in b150 min of
moderate to vigorous intensity physical activity per week; and
4) engage in N120 min/week of sedentary leisure screen time.
Participants will be excluded if they have any unstable medical
condition (uncontrolled hypertension, diabetes, recent myocardial infarction), use an assistive device for mobility, weigh
N350 lbs, have been hospitalized for a psychiatric disorder in
the past 5 years, or have any contraindications for exercise.
Additional exclusion criteria include: pregnant or lactating,
meet criteria for anorexia, bulimia, or binge eating disorder,
report suicidal ideation, or indicate substance abuse or
dependence (besides nicotine). Individuals who indicate the
presence of a stable medical condition such as non-insulin
dependent diabetes or hypertension will be required to obtain
physician approval to participate.

2.2. Theoretical framework
2.4. Recruitment
The MBC2 design examines two contrasting hypotheses
based on theories of multiple behavior change: the Mastery
Hypothesis and the Synergy Hypothesis. The Mastery Hypothesis, based on theories of limited self-regulatory strength,
posits that the human capacity to intentionally exert selfcontrol via conscious, effortful type 2 processes [20,21] is
limited. Attempting to attain multiple behavioral goals is
difficult because the self-regulatory resource must be split

Participants will be recruited through the following means:
1) flyers, 2) advertisements on local transportation, 3) brochures disseminated at health fairs and local physicians' offices,
4) online postings, 5) study website, 6) newspaper advertisements, and 7) research registries. Interested participants will be
directed to the study website for more information and to
complete initial web screening.
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2.5. Screening and baseline run-in process
Potential participants will complete a web screener to
assess initial eligibility criteria. If eligible, candidates will be
contacted by telephone to provide additional study information
and assess additional eligibility criteria. After completing
telephone screening, participants will be notified of eligibility
status and whether medical clearance to participate is
necessary. All eligible candidates will be invited to an inperson session.
At the in-person session, potential participants will learn
complete study details, ask any questions they may have about
participation, and if interested, complete the informed consent
process (approved by the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board). After consenting, participants will complete
in-person screening. First, physical measures (height, weight,
blood pressure, and waist circumference [in duplicate]) will be
obtained. Next, HbA1C will be collected using a finger stick
method. Staff will also complete brief modified screening
interviews to rule out major depression, binge eating, alcohol
and substance abuse [33,34]. If eligible, potential participants
will receive brief training on how to estimate food portion size,
as well as how to use the study equipment to track the five
targeted behaviors: diet, physical activity, stress, sleep, and
sedentary leisure screen time.
Eligible participants will be loaned a study smartphone and
accelerometer to begin baseline recording. Participants will
wear the accelerometer daily and use the study native
application to self-monitor their behaviors for 7–10 days.
Specifically, participants will be asked to record their level of
stress three times daily, total sleep hours/day, total sedentary
leisure screen time, and all foods and drinks consumed except
water. Study candidates' self-monitoring data will be assessed
for eligibility at the end of the baseline period, to ensure that
participants are willing to self-monitor and exhibit all four risk
behaviors.
2.6. Randomization
Prior to randomization, study staff will complete a brief
equipoise induction to make salient the pros and cons of being in
any of the three conditions. Participants will not be randomized if
they express an unwillingness to participate in any condition or a
strong desire for one condition. Following the interview, eligible
participants will be randomized to one of three intervention
conditions: Sequential, Simultaneous, and Control. Randomization assignments, stratified by gender, will be computergenerated using randomly permuted blocks. Participants will
learn their random assignment by downloading a condition
specific smartphone application.
2.7. Intervention
Active intervention will occur during weeks 1–12 and
follow-up will happen during weeks 13 and 40. The intervention for each condition will occur in two phases: prescription
and maintenance. During the prescription phase, participants
will work to incrementally close the gap between their current
behavior, as measured during the baseline recording, and the
eventual goals. In the maintenance phase, participants will be
encouraged to maintain the behaviors and goals established at
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the end of the prescription phase. The remaining weeks
between 13 and 40 will comprise a follow-up period. Table 1
illustrates the timeline, intervention phases, and goals of the 3
treatment conditions. Study participants will be incentivized $5
per week to meet study goals during the 12-week prescription
phase.
Once randomized, participants will receive a smartphone
application to self-monitor the specific behaviors targeted in
their intervention condition (Fig. 1). For example, the application for the simultaneous condition depicts and helps participants to monitor fruit and vegetable intake, physical activity,
and sedentary leisure screen time, whereas the stress management control condition helps participants monitor sleep, stress,
and relaxation. Each application provides a visual depiction of
both the current state of behavioral accomplishment and the
goal. Participants will be encouraged to self-monitor throughout the entire 9 month study.
Participants will receive a binder with study materials
specific to their intervention condition. A topic relevant to the
behaviors being targeted will be reviewed on each call
(Table 2). In addition to discussing the topics on coaching
calls, coaches will apply problem solving, motivational
interviewing, and goal setting to help participants implement
and maintain behavior changes. Coaching calls will occur
weekly during the first 12 weeks of participation, bi-weekly
during the weeks 13–24, and monthly for the remainder of the
9 month intervention. Calls will last approximately 15 min
during the prescription period and 10 min during the follow-up
period. All coaching calls will be audio recorded to assess
treatment fidelity.
2.7.1. Simultaneous
Participants randomized to the Simultaneous condition will
start the 12 week prescription phase by targeting sedentary
leisure screen time, fruit and vegetable consumption, and
physical activity. Goals will be set during the first 6 weeks to
incrementally decrease the discrepancy between baseline and
the intervention goal by one third every 2 weeks for each of the
3 behaviors (Table 1). The intervention goals for the behaviors
are: 1) ≤90 min/day of sedentary leisure screen time, which
includes free time spent sitting and watching TV or movies or
making recreational use of a computer, smartphone, or tablet;
2) ≥4.5 cups of fruit and vegetables; and 3) ≥150 min/week of
moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA). During the
maintenance phase (weeks 7–12) of the prescription period,
participants will continue working to attain or maintain the
end of intervention goals.
Participants will receive the Simultaneous MBC2
smartphone application (Fig. 1a) and an accelerometer to use
during the 9 month study. The accelerometer is worn around
the waist and participants will be instructed to wear it during
waking hours. Physical activity data is transmitted automatically via Bluetooth to the smartphone application, which
displays current MVPA as compared to the daily and weekly
goals. If participants engage in activity during which the
accelerometer cannot be worn (i.e. swimming), they can
manually record minutes of MVPA in the app. Participants
will also self-monitor dietary intake and minutes of sedentary
leisure time throughout the study. The application displays the
number of fruits and vegetables consumed and sedentary time
accumulated relative to goals.
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Table 1
MBC2 intervention by treatment condition.
MBC2 call schedule
Study week

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
32
36
40
End goals

Simultaneous

Sequential

Stress control

Call

FV/SED

Exercise

Call

FV/SED

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

To 1/3 FV, SED goals

1/3 to PA

To 1/3 FV, SED goals

To 2/3 FV, SED goals

2/3 to PA

To 3/3 FV, SED goals

3/3 to PA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Maintain goals
Maintain goals
Maintain goals
Follow up

4.5 cups fruits and vegetables/day
150 min/week physical activity
b90 min/day sedentary leisure

Exercise

To 2/3 FV, SED goals
To 3/3 FV, SED goals
Maintain goals

to 1/3 PA goal

Maintain goals

to 2/3 PA goal

Maintain goals

to 3/3 PA goal

Follow up

4.5 cups fruits and vegetables/day
150 min/week physical activity
b90 min/day sedentary leisure

2.7.2. Sequential
Participants randomized to the Sequential condition will
only aim to modify sedentary leisure screen time and fruit and
vegetable intake during the first 6 weeks of the intervention.
Similar to the Simultaneous condition, goals will be set to
decrease the discrepancy between baseline behavior and the
intervention goal incrementally by one third every 2 weeks
(Table 1). During the 7th week of the study, Sequential
participants will be asked to maintain behavior at the end

Call

Stress management

Sleep

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

To 1/3 relaxation goals

1/3 To sleep goal

To 2/3 relaxation goals

2/3 To sleep goal

To 3/3 relaxation goals

3/3 To sleep goal

Maintain goals
Maintain goals
Maintain goals
Follow up

7.5 h of sleep/night
3 relaxation exercises/day
30% reduction in stress

goal levels for fruits and vegetables and sedentary leisure
screen time. They will also begin to increase physical activity
and will wear the accelerometer for the remainder of the study.
The goal for physical activity will progressively increase by one
third every 2 weeks until the end goal of 150 min/week of
MVPA is reached.
Sequential participants will receive a smartphone application similar to the one for participants in the Simultaneous
condition, except that the physical activity component will not

Fig. 1. MBC2 smartphone applications.
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ratings, will be retrained and reevaluated prior to making any
additional coaching calls.

Table 2
Session topics by condition.
Simultaneous and sequential

Stress management

Week Topic

Topic

1
2

Progressive muscle relaxation
Sleep education

3
4
5
6

Barriers to change
Behavior chains and problem
solving
Eating out
Stimulus control
Grocery shopping
Managing holidays and parties

7
8
9
10
11
12

Being active
Negative thoughts
Time management
Staying motivated
Relapse prevention
Action plan for maintenance
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Pleasant activities
Mini relaxation exercises
Barriers to change
Behavior chains and problem
solving
Mindfulness relaxation
Negative thoughts
Time management
Staying motivated
Relapse prevention
Action plan for maintenance

be available during the first 6 weeks of the intervention
(Fig. 1b). When participants are given a physical activity goal
at the beginning of the 7th week, the application will switch to
the one used by Simultaneous participants that allows
monitoring of all 3 targeted behaviors.
2.7.3. Stress management
Participants randomized to the Stress Management Control
condition will be coached to improve their stress, relaxation,
and sleep throughout the 9 month study. In addition, they will
be encouraged to complete 3 relaxation exercises each day. The
prescribed relaxation exercises include guided imagery and
progressive muscle relaxation sessions that are 2, 12, or 20 min
in duration.
They will receive a smartphone application specific to their
intervention condition (Fig. 1c) and will be asked to monitor
the number of hours slept daily and record real-time stress
levels at least three times daily. During weeks 1–6, participants'
goals will be to progressively reduce the discrepancy between
their baseline stress and sleep levels to the end goals of ≥7.5 h
of sleep per day and a 30% reduction in stress level. They will
rate stress on a scale from 0 (no stress) to 10 (high stress) [35]
and will also record daily sleep duration (hours) and quality
(1 = poor – 10 = great). Participants will be encouraged to
attain and maintain these end goals during the remainder of
the intervention period (weeks 7–12) and follow-up (weeks
13–40).
2.8. Fidelity
All randomization and telephone coaching sessions will be
audiotaped and a randomly chosen 10% sample will be assessed
quarterly by blinded raters in order to determine intervention
fidelity. Checklist items will be coded to characterize both the
coach's delivery of required elements for an intervention
condition (e.g., encouraging a person in the control condition
to go to bed earlier) as well as the omission of intervention
elements from an alternative intervention condition (e.g., not
encouraging a participant in the initial 6 weeks of the
sequential condition to get more and better quality sleep or
be more physically active). Coaches who do not meet fidelity
criteria, defined as scoring 90% or better on fidelity checklist

2.9. Outcomes
2.9.1. Primary outcomes
The primary outcome is healthy diet and activity improvement aggregated across changes fruit and vegetable intake,
saturated fat intake, sedentary leisure screen time, and physical
activity. Behaviors will be assessed using the participant's
smartphone application self-monitoring data recorded during
the baseline, 3, 6, and 9 month assessment periods. During
assessment periods, participants in all conditions will selfmonitor all behavioral outcomes: dietary intake, sedentary
leisure screen time, physical activity, stress level and sleep.
Fruit and vegetable and saturated fat intakes will be derived
from dietary intake data recorded on the smartphone application. In addition, the Block Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ)
[36] will be administered at baseline, 3, and 9 months.
Sedentary leisure screen time also will be self-monitored in
the smartphone application. Although accelerometers will be
worn, accelerometry cannot discriminate between discretionary leisure and non-leisure sedentary time; hence, sedentary
leisure time will be self-reported. MVPA will be objectively
collected via the accelerometer (Shimmer, Dublin, Ireland) and
transmitted via Bluetooth to the study smartphone application.
The time spent in MVPA will be the primary measure of
physical activity.
2.9.2. Secondary outcomes
Two behavior change mechanisms will be examined at each
time point: habit strength (automaticity) and superordinate
healthy lifestyle goal strength. The 12-Item Self-Reported Habit
Index [24] for F/V+, Sed−, and PA+ will assess the degree to
which these behavioral improvements have become habitual.
Participants will use a 7-point Likert scale (1 = fully disagree;
7 = fully agree) to rate their agreement with statements about
the degree to which each behavior has become a habit. The
Habit Strength Index exhibits high internal reliability [24] and
the 5-item version will be analyzed [37,38]. Superordinate
healthy lifestyle goal commitment will be assessed using a
modified version of a 9-item measure developed by Hollenbeck
et al. [39]. Participants will use 7-point Likert scales (1 = not at
all; 7 = very true) to rate their agreement with 4 statements
about their commitment and willingness to invest effort in a
goal to become healthy.
2.9.3. Exploratory outcomes
At baseline, 3, and 9 months, blood pressure will be
assessed using the Omron Hem-907XL (Omron Healthcare,
Inc., Bannockburn, IL). . Blood pressure will be measured 3
times at each visit and the average of the 2nd and 3rd reading
will be used. Body weight also will be measured using a
calibrated balance beam scale with participants wearing light
weight clothing and no shoes. Weight will be collected to the
nearest 0.25 lb at baseline, 3, and 9 months. Lipids and insulin
will be assessed from blood samples taken via antecubital
venipuncture and assayed for a lipid panel (total cholesterol,
triglycerides, HDL-C, LDL-C) and insulin.
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2.10. Statistical analyses

2.11. Sample size and power

The primary aims of the study are to compare intervention
groups for dietary and activity change throughout the study
time points. Our basic modeling approach will be to use linear
mixed models for longitudinal data [40]. This class of models
does not assume that subjects are measured at all time points,
and therefore can include subjects with missing data across
time. In these analyses, we will examine primarily linear and
curvilinear changes across time using orthogonal polynomial
transforms, in order to assess the independent effects of these
two types of trends. In addition to the effect of time, the main
independent variable is group, a between-subjects factor with
3 levels: control, simultaneous, and sequential. Here, we will
use a-priori Helmert contrasts [41] to specifically test the
following two comparisons; H1: the combined active treatment groups vs. the control group, and H2: simultaneous vs.
sequential. We will examine specifically the group by time
interaction to test whether healthy lifestyle change across time
differs by group, in terms of these two Helmert contrasts.
For the dependent variable(s), to quantify lifestyle behaviors
on a common metric, we will generate z-scores reflecting each
participant's average daily fruit/vegetable intake, saturated fat
intake, daily physical activity, and daily targeted sedentary
activity relative to the sample distribution for each of these
variables at baseline. By using the baseline means and standard
deviations to create these z-scores, we will be able to readily
identify change relative to baseline. Z-scores will be standardized
such that positive values indicate more healthful eating (higher
FV intake, lower saturated fat intake) and more active lifestyle
(higher PA, lower targeted sedentary behavior). As in our past
study, we will treat as the primary dependent variable the
composite of the four z-scores, which is obtained by simply
taking the mean of the four z-scores together at a particular time
point. This yields a measure of demonstrated meaning that
combines information from the four targeted behaviors.
The results of the linear mixed model do depend on the
variance–covariance structure that is used in the analysis. In
particular, the standard errors for the fixed effects (group, time,
group by time) depend on a great extent on the variance–
covariance structure. To ensure that our results are reasonable,
we will examine several possible structures including models
with multiple random effects (e.g., intercept, linear trend,
quadratic trend) as well as inclusion of autocorrelated error
structures (e.g., AR1, MA1, Toeplitz). We will choose the most
reasonable structure using likelihood ratio tests for nested
models and Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for non-nested
models. This will ensure that the standard errors, and thus the
p-values, for the fixed effects are reasonable.
In addition to the analysis of the composite z-score across
time, we will examine each of the four targeted behaviors
across time in a similar way. For this, we will use a multivariate
linear mixed model to jointly examine changes due to time,
group, and group by time for the four targeted behaviors (FV
intake, saturated fat intake, PA, sedentary behavior) following
the approach detailed in Thiébaut et. al. [42] In doing this, we
will follow the same modeling approach as detailed above for
the composite z-score using orthogonal polynomials for time
and Helmert contrasts for group. Again, our primary interest
will be on the tests of the group by time interaction, here, for
each of the four behaviors.

In terms of power for longitudinal designs, we have used
formulas provided in Hedeker et al. [43] for comparing
groups in terms of their composite z-scores across time. In
the present case, based on the power calculations below,
there will be 50 control subjects and 100 subjects in each of
the two intervention groups at baseline. Based on our
current study, we conservatively assume an attrition rate of
20% at the final 9-month timepoint (i.e., there will be at least
200 subjects at the final timepoint). Also, based on an
estimate from our current study, we assume that the intraclass correlation of the composite z-scores across time
equals 0.5. Our primary aim consists of comparing (a) the
two active treatment groups (simultaneous and sequential)
combined to the control group, and (b) comparing simultaneous vs. sequential. These correspond to Helmert contrasts
for the group factor [41]. Below, we present power
calculations for each of these comparisons. To establish the
effect size that we wanted to base the study's power on, we
examined the data from our previous study [19], specifically
comparing the MBC group (FV + Sed −) to the intervention
arm that was least successful (Fat − PA +). It should be
noted that this latter arm did have a positive effect on the
composite z-score over time (but was not as successful as
the FV + Sed − group). Using this “control” group, the
average effect size (mean difference in composite z-score
divided by common standard deviation) equaled 0.46. This is
averaged across the post-baseline follow-up time points, but
the individual time point effect sizes were not appreciably
different from this. We believe that the first Helmert
contrast will be larger than this effect size, but that the
second, comparing the two MBC groups to each other, might
be a bit smaller than this. Based on this information, we
decided to power the study for an effect size in the range of 0.5
for the first Helmert contrast (H1: Simultaneous + Sequential
versus control) and 0.4 for the second Helmert contrast (H2:
Simultaneous vs. Sequential).
Based on the above assumptions, the effect sizes listed
below can be detected with power greater than .80 or .90 for a
two-tailed 0.05 hypothesis test. Note, that we have calculated
power for both a common group difference across all postbaseline time points (same effect size at the post-baseline time
points) and an emerging group difference across time (zero
effect size at baseline that grows to the indicated effect size at
the final 9-month time point). We primarily expect the former,
but will also test for the latter possibility.

Common group difference

Emerging group difference

Contrast Power = 0.80 Power = 0.90 Power = 0.80 Power = 0.90
H1
H2

0.37
0.33

0.43
0.38

.40
.36

0.46
0.41

As can be seen, all of these detectable effect sizes are equal
to or below the observed effect size of 0.46 based on our prior
study. Also, all of the H1 effect sizes are below the 0.5 level and
all of the H2 effect sizes are near or below the 0.4 level.
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3. Discussion
Unhealthful behaviors, such as poor quality diet and
physical inactivity, have been found to cluster together,
augmenting the negative effect on health outcomes [44]. The
risk for various chronic diseases increases with the number of
unhealthy risk factors present [45,46], and medical costs also
rise. One estimate is that each risk factor adds an additional
$350 in medical cost burden, such that behavioral factors
account for approximately 21–31% of medical care costs [47].
Capitalizing upon a teachable moment to intervene upon
several health behaviors, rather than just one, provides an
opportunity to improve healthy lifestyle efficiently and costeffectively.
Even though poor quality diet and physical inactivity often
cluster, the mechanisms and the treatment implications of their
covariation remain poorly understood. In previous studies,
varying the number and type of behavioral targets and the
timing and sequencing of changes has yielded mixed results
[48–52]. The ideal number of behaviors to target for change, as
well as the timing of when to target the behaviors remain
unknown. Also unclear is how the increasing use of mobile
technologies as a scaffolding to deliver interventions influences
the optimal configuration of treatment components. Thus, the
current MBC2 trial aims to examine whether prescribing
simultaneous or sequential changes in diet and physical activity
with the assistance of a smartphone application results in
greater adoption and maintenance of healthy lifestyle improvements over a 9 month period.
A limitation of the MBC2 trial is that participants may be at
higher risk than the general population since they must exhibit
all four diet and activity risk behaviors in order to be eligible for
study participation. Also, sustainability will be limited by the
protocol that all participants will be provided with a
smartphone and service to use throughout the study at no
personal cost. Provision of a smartphone was still considered
necessary for this trial, as only approximately 58% of adults own
a smartphone [53]. Since smartphone ownership is increasing
rapidly in the population, we believe that in the near future,
individuals will be able to use their own personal devices to
access Make Better Choices 2 and other similar interventions.
The growing penetration of mobile technologies can therefore
help to increase the reach and accessibility of behavioral
interventions to improve public health.
Results from the Make Better Choices 2 (MBC2) trial will
provide a better understanding of whether multiple diet and
activity behaviors are optimally addressed simultaneously or
sequentially. This knowledge will better inform the development of m-Health interventions to foster the initiation and
maintenance of healthy diet and physical activity change.
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